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Reproduction might be biology’s most complex riddle. Nevertheless, the purpose is simple as 
it favors genetic diversity. This assortment enhances the fitness of the upcoming phenotypes 
by recreating resistant genotypes that are evolutionary and more adaptable. Extending from 
American geneticist Hermann Joseph Muller’s truly unifying explanation; it would perhaps not be 
erroneous to assume that meiotic recombination results in maximum genetic diversity by entirely 
using possible gene mutations.[1] Initially, Muller’s postulate seemed elegant, but evidence from 
several molecular epidemiological studies garnered later caused ambiguity. In the post-genomics 
era, careful examination using omics-based approaches revealed that humans have a shockingly 
high mutation rate. Each of us is born with approximately de novo 70 genetic errors that our 
parents did not have. Conventionally, mutations are believed to lessen an organism’s fitness. 
Therefore, this important revelation about the accumulation of mutations resulting from meiotic 
cross-over and recombination posed more of a puzzle than reproductive biologists primarily 
thought. However, the quick realization that humans did not go extinct in the evolutionary 
course indicated the possible existence of less understood mechanisms of taking out unfavorable 
genetic garbage.[2] With the advent of more efficient, accurate, and high throughput genome 
sequence technologies, the precise estimate for a fraction of the genome, that is, “functional” 
was found to be about 10% (only). Aligning with this view, if natural selection is believed to act 
on each mutation independently, the resulting error load and loss in average fitness contradict 
the subsistence of humanity. Although it is largely agreed that the natural selection process 
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might prevent the unlimited accumulation of deleterious 
mutations, retrospective analysis of multiple birth cohort 
studies over the decades offers a contrasting perspective. 
Say, for instance, exposures to environmental toxins have a 
profound, life-long, and sustained impact on human health, 
which begins from conception. Exposure to various physical, 
chemical, or biological factors during pregnancy perturbs 
the fetal genomic and epigenomic machinery.[3,4] Given the 
numerous unique methodological challenges, establishing 
a linear association between human reproduction and the 
adverse selection of genetic errors is an ambitious task. 
Aberration in the genomic and epigenomic landscape is 
conjectured to be exceedingly pertinent to the evolutionary 
discourse, as it occupies a substantive account in the complex 
interplay of the genotype-phenotype relationship[5] Although 
molecular biologists understand a few challenges in these 
methodologies, multi‐scale missing links exist in the critical 
windows of vulnerability from stages of conception to 
death.[6] Hence, the challenges are enormous, but cutting-
edge technological advancements may help us set priorities 
for this newly evolving fascinating field of “reproductomics.”

The “exposome” is an emerging field of science. The term was 
invented in 2005 by cancer epidemiologist Dr. Christopher P. 
Wild. Briefly, exposome refers to the totality of exposures a 
human experiences over a lifetime and the cumulative impact 
of those exposures on the body. Included in the mixture 
of vulnerabilities is the billions of naturally occurring and 
manufactured chemicals such as heavy metals and persistent 
organic pollutants; physical agents that include noise, 
vibration, and temperature; macro-level factors including 
population density and sanitation; and a spectrum of lifestyle 
factors such as diet, physical activity, stress, and sleep. The 
evaluation of cumulative risks for any given biological 
endpoint (as infertility, in this case) will include analysis, 
characterization, and possible quantification of the combined 
threats from multiple environmental stressors.[7-9] Let us try 
to help understand this with the help of an example. Suppose 
for a hypothesis-driven study, the absolute measure of a 
chemical risk associated with either male or female infertility 
factor must be determined. Once a pollutant traverses our 
body, it either gets accumulated or is processed metabolically 
and subsequently excreted. For real-time human monitoring, 
it could be the dose/concentration of the parent compound, 
its metabolite, or conjugated derivative with endogenous 
molecules through enzymatically catalyzed transformations 
which can be studied using analytical cutting-edge tools and 
techniques.[10-12]

On the other hand, for understanding the exposure’s 
molecular repercussion, the mainstay of research will have 
to be a combinatorial “omics-based approach” involving 
biomolecules such as DNA, RNA, proteins, and metabolites. 
Large-scale screening of genes coding for proteins, 
regulatory elements, and non-coding sequences (genomics), 

RNA and gene expression (transcriptomics), protein 
expression (proteomics), metabolites, and metabolic pathways 
(metabolomics) will help the identification of essential genes, 
trails, and protein expression signatures in the suitable 
biological matrix of sizeable cohorts of men and women. 
Well, gametogenesis is a highly intricate physiological process; 
therefore, the outcome of such targeted strategies needs to be 
replicated in more than one cohort to infer the dose-response 
relationships.[13-15]

Given the numerous unique methodological challenges, 
understanding the molecular associations between gene-
environmental interactions and human reproduction and 
development are an ambitious goal. Aberration in the 
epigenomic landscape is conjectured to be exceedingly 
pertinent to reproductive health, as it occupies a substantive 
account in the complex interplay of the genotype-phenotype 
relationship.[16] Although molecular biologists understand 
a few challenges in these methodologies, multi‐scale 
missing links exist in the critical windows of vulnerability 
from conception to 37–40  weeks of gestation.[17] Novel 
methodologies for confronting these challenges are the need 
of the hour if we aim to understand better the inadequacies 
that currently characterize human reproduction intending to 
improve population health.

Beyond doubt, the concept of exposome is an emerging 
paradigm that encompasses all environmental exposures 
from conception onward. It offers significant promise 
toward understanding the subtle and elegant modulation 
of fidelity of transmissible non-heritable characteristics and 
complex non-Mendelian disease traits. This novel paradigm 
not only computes the totality of non‐genetic exposures 
from preconception through sensitive windows but also 
recognizes associated patterns of adverse outcomes and 
impairments later in childhood or adulthood.[18,19] In a much 
broader sense, the evaluation of exposome-reproductive 
health relationships is not only restricted to windows of 
vulnerability but also extends well beyond and involves three 
overlapping domains:
1. External environmental factors include rural, semi-

urban, urban environments, and climatic conditions.
2. Dietary factors include physical activity, habits, 

infection, and occupation.
3. Internal environment biological factors include 

metabolites, gut microbiome, oxygen-radical injury, sub-
clinical inflammation, depression, anxiety, and stress.

Of late, four large-scale research initiatives have been 
launched: (i) The Human Early-Life Exposome (HELIX) 
project, which seeks to define the pregnancy and early life 
exposomes and health; (ii) The EXPOsOMICS project, 
which has a conceptual framework of a life-course approach 
to a broader range of exposures.[20,21] Whereas the former 
(HELIX), funded through the European Commission’s FP7 
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Exposome Programme, focuses on the early-life exposome 
of six prospective birth cohort studies and aims to merge all 
environmental exposures that mothers and their respective 
children are exposed to and link this to the health, growth, 
and development of children; the latter (EXPOsOMICS) 
is a collaborative project funded through the European 
Commission’s FP7 Exposome Programme focuses explicitly 
on air pollution and water contaminants, and to link these 
exposures to biochemical and molecular changes in the body. In 
addition, (iii) the Health and Environment-wide Associations 
based on Large population Surveys (HEALS) supported by the 
Framework Programme of the European Commission. The 
HEALS approach combines and categorizes environmental, 
socioeconomic, exposure, biomarker, and health effect data 
and includes all the procedures and computational sequences 
necessary for applying bioinformatics coupling, thus effective 
data mining and biological and exposure modeling to 
guarantee that environmental exposure-health associations are 
studied comprehensively. Unlike the three EU-funded projects, 
(iv) the Health and Exposome Research Center (HERCULES) 
cohort, a project that is being supported and supervised by 
the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, USA 
under their Environmental Health Sciences P30 Core Centers 
funding mechanism, which is a collaborative effort between 
researchers at Emory University and Georgia Institute of 
Technology.[22] The fundamental objective of setting up this 
center was to provide critical infrastructure and expertise to 
design and develop novel tools and technologies to generate 
exposure data, improve metabolomics approaches, and 
synthesize data into comprehensive computational models. 
These projects highlight two complementary strategies to 
characterize the exposome. First is the bottom-up approach, 
wherein the sources of acute exogenous exposures are 
identified, and the level of environmental exposure is 
measured in air, water, soil, or food. Second, in the top-down 
approach, the circulating levels of parent compounds and 
their metabolites and by-products are examined in biological 
matrices such as saliva, blood, urine, stool, semen, or other 
tissues.[23]

In recent years, two paradigms have been presented to 
facilitate how early environmental exposures might impact 
reproductive health, affecting health and disease across 
the lifespan, and, possibly, future generations.[24] The two 
paradigms are testicular dysgenesis syndrome (TDS) and 
ovarian dysgenesis syndrome (ODS). TDS refers to exposures 
that trigger regular testicular and genital development 
disruption, which manifests as genital-urinary malformations 
(e.g., hypospadias, cryptorchidism, Leydig cell dysfunction, 
astheno-necro-teratozoospermia, and testicular cancer). 
Correspondingly, the ODS posits that significant alterations in 
ovarian development and function cumulating from exposures 
during early development may influence folliculogenesis and 
steroidogenesis, ensuing in a gamut of undesirable reproductive 

outcomes that include polycystic ovarian syndrome, premature 
ovarian insufficiency or failure, alterations in menstruation, 
ovulation or time-to-pregnancy, pregnancy loss, and female 
reproductive tract cancers. The development of the subsequent 
generation(s) with a transgenerational inheritance pattern 
may be significantly impacted by the implications on the 
exposome, according to animal research conducted over the 
past few decades. Human evidence is more difficult to find, 
because demographic analysis of data spanning multiple 
generations will be necessary to establish a direct relationship. 
It is also true that the laboratory data in this field are hardly 
exhaustive, with most of the conclusions coming from research 
that only looked at a single diseased condition or reproductive 
ailment. During the past one and half decades, our molecular 
surveillance studies and systematic laboratory investigations 
comprehensively demonstrated that the risk of developing an 
environmental associated aberrant phenotype following pro-
oxidant exposures involves a complex interplay of genomic 
and epigenetic reprogramming profoundly orchestrated by 
mitochondrial redox signaling.[25,26] Given that mitochondrial 
retrograde signaling-induced epigenomic impact is linked to 
neoplasticity, we adopted a cutting-edge tailored approach 
that is fundamental to drive these strategies from bench to 
bedside.[27,28]

The dynamic interface between the atmosphere, hydrosphere, 
cryosphere, and biosphere usually affects the climate and 
weather patterns at the Earth’s surface.[29] The increasing 
accumulation of greenhouse gases from anthropogenic 
activities and growing regional concentrations of aerosol 
particulates are the two most significant drivers of observed 
climate change since the industrial revolution around 1750. 
The concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere 
which is being directly affected by anthropogenic activities 
are methane, carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, ozone, and 
synthetic gases, such as chlorofluorocarbons and hydro-
fluorocarbons.[30] Besides human activities, agricultural 
practices are also contributing to a significant share of the 
greenhouse gas emissions that are causing climate change. 
Whereas agricultural and livestock activities contribute to 
more than 17% of emissions, an additional 7–14% comes 
from changes in land use.[31] Nitrous oxide emissions from 
soils, fertilizer usage, dejections from grazing animals, and 
methane production by ruminants and rice cultivation are 
significant sources of greenhouse emissions.[32] Agriculture 
is expected to stay the foremost source of these non-carbon 
dioxide gases in the coming decades, which accounts for 
58% of total anthropogenic nitrous oxide emissions and 
47% of total anthropogenic methane emissions.[33] On the 
flip side, climate change has emerged as a significant threat 
to agriculture, food security, and millions of livestock 
populations worldwide. Although global human population 
growth has slowed as a whole, according to United Nations, 
the human population is likely to increase from 7.2 to 9.6 
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billion by 2050 as some developing nations are still growingly 
rapidly. India is likely to become the world’s highest populated 
country, passing China around 2028.[34] This trend is 
particularly concerning as available agricultural technologies 
will not be able to match the needs of the incremental 
population growth. We shall be consuming more than we 
can produce, which might lead to a significant decline in 
food stock. This increase in population growth is driving the 
depletion of agricultural land for human settlement reducing 
agricultural and livestock production. Rich agricultural fields 
are affected by urbanization. Pressures of human settlement 
have destroyed forests leading to climatic changes, such as 
prolonged droughts and desertification.[35] Undoubtedly, we 
have started realizing that changes in climatic conditions 
will impede agricultural and livestock productivity. Rising 
temperatures; irregular rainfall patterns; frequent episodes of 
floods; and droughts are already influencing agricultural and 
livestock production. The day is not far when humanity will 
not only surpass a genuinely sustainable natural world but 
also shall reach a point where our food consumption limits 
shall overtake available resources that Earth could produce 
despite our technological capabilities.[36]

It is pivotal for us to realize that to match the unprecedented 
population growth, world food production is required to 
rise by 70%. Significantly, the rate of food production in the 
developing world (including India) will need to double; 
however, this projected augmentation in food production 
will have to overcome mounting energy prices, reduction 
of underground aquifers, systematic loss of farmland to 
urbanization, and frequent drought and flooding resulting 
from climate change.[37] The pace of agricultural and livestock 
production will have to increase at the same time when we 
are trying to slash global greenhouse gas emissions.[38] As we 
have already stated above that the production and distribution 
of food have been a significant contributors to greenhouse 
gas emissions, and thermal stress has surfaced as the most 
critical factor which would hamper livestock productivity 
in this changing climatic scenario.[39] In short episodes of 
heat stress, the livestock population may well acclimatize 
through a physiological response, but in the long term, 
adaptation in genetic and epigenetic trajectories might occur, 
resulting in giving rise to novel phenotypic diversity. Once the 
temperature crosses the threshold-neutral zone, living beings 
will be compelled to employ a portion of the energy to pledge 
thermal balance.[40] These undesirable stress conditions will 
significantly reduce the feed intake, growth performance, milk 
yielding capacity, sweating rate, panting, rectal temperature, 
respiratory rate, and water intake in livestock across the globe. 
The combinatorial effect of temperature and humidity will 
significantly affect not only the quality of life of the livestock 
population but also animal production and reproduction.[41] In 
males specifically, increased testicular temperature will result 
in low sperm output, reduced sperm motility, and a higher 

frequency of morphologically abnormal spermatozoa in the 
ejaculate. Furthermore, this thermal stress will reduce fertility, 
libido, and testicular degeneration. Whereas in females, 
the impact will not only impact the significant components 
of the reproductive system that includes (i) the estrus 
frequency; (ii) oocyte, granulosa, and theca cell numbers 
within the preovulatory follicle; (iii) developing embryo 
during early stages of development; (iv) corpus luteum and 
uterine endometrium; but would increase the loss of embryo 
and calving rates.[42,43] This year (2022), we have observed 
an unprecedented global heat wave (an increase of 1.1°C 
in temperatures above pre-industrial levels) that shattered 
records in nearly every corner of the planet. We are beginning 
to see widespread droughts in the Middle East; desertification 
in China and Africa; more intense hurricanes and storms 
reaching America; extensive melting of Arctic Sea ice and 
Greenland glaciers; more severe and extensive forest fires in 
Australia; and increasing ocean temperatures and shrinking 
of monsoon season in our own country India.[44] Here, we 
must highlight that these events are not disconnected but 
intertwined. The reality is that the impacts of climate change 
are here, and we are observing the unstoppable climatic 
catastrophes right now. As we foresee, we are on the brink of 
disaster. Although the “Paris climate agreement,” signed on 
April 22, 2016, by 195 countries of the total 196 members of the 
United Nations, was considered a milestone toward addressing 
the climate and environmental challenges, it is now realized 
as an insufficient movement.[45] Nevertheless, provided the 
scientific knowledge and unbelievable technological abilities 
that we have today, the authors are pretty sure that we shall be 
able to avoid this global ecological collapse and continue to 
evolve and adapt with time.

Given the intricate relations between fecundity, gravid health, 
and later onset of disease phenotypes with the narrow and 
interlinked susceptible windows that portray the uncertain 
nature of human reproduction and development, molecular 
epidemiological studies would be uniquely suited for proof‐
of‐concept exposome research in reproductive health. Such 
investigations will require the involvement of specialists from 
a wide range of disciplines (molecular biology, exposure 
sciences, epidemiology, statistics, and clinicians) and a multi-
scale analysis single statistical approach, not independently 
as it is classically done. Analyzing these associations between 
the exposome and health will also require many exposure 
cohorts to be simultaneously included. It should not allow 
selective reporting of the associations within a specific 
population subset but provides a comprehensive outcome of 
both external and internal environmental risk factors.
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